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“Ah, how can the minister help me with such things?”Little Fire looked at Don Omi expectantly.

Don Omi raised his fist and said, “With his fist.”

“Uh.”

“Tomorrow, I’ll take you with me and go to the leader of the Qilin Clan, I’m going to spar with him and
see if I can be friends with him.At that time, I’ll introduce you to the Kirin Clan’s Clan Leader.”Omi said.

Mu Qianji said, “That alone is useless, why don’t you teach Little Fire a little bit of powerful techniques
to increase his strength, and then participate in one of the competitions of the Qilin Clan, so that
everyone can see how powerful Little Fire is.”

“This is of course, Little Fire, I’ll give you a hundred mouthfuls of Bimbo Qi directly, it’s the most direct
and quickest way to increase your strength.”

“Ah, a hundred mouthfuls of Bismon Qi, this.”Little Flame was shocked, this was Bismon Qi that could
kill a strong person of the 8th stage of Tribulation.

“Yes, I still have more than three hundred mouthfuls, besides giving you a hundred mouthfuls of
Bimong before I teach you the Immortal cultivation methods and such later.”

“Thank you, Minister.”

“Little Fire, here in the Kirin Clan, are there any competitions?The more famous kind, like the kind that
won the top ten, the entire Qilin Clan worships you.”

Little Fire nodded excitedly, “Of course there is, the Qilin Clan has a Qilin King Competition, it’s the
most famous in the entire Qilin Clan, those who can enter the top ten of the Qilin Clan, none of them
are outstanding geniuses, none of them are strong, they will all be granted the title of Qilin King by
the clan leader and recorded in the special genealogy of the Qilin Clan.” One second to remember to
read the book

Omi nodded, “That’s right, go get a first place, not to mention that Yang Yang, I’m afraid the entire
Qilin Clan’s beauties will fall for you.”

“Ah.”Little Fire was overjoyed.

“But.”

“Isn’t it enough for me to give you the Bimbo Qi to win the title of King of the Qilin?”

“The Unicorn King Competition, with three divisions, the first youth division, the second middle age
division, and the third, senior division.I can only participate in the youth group now.If it’s the
middle-aged group, the strongest one might exceed the eighth stage of Tribulation.”



“You’re not middle-aged, what middle-aged group to participate in, just participate in the youth group
is enough.Besides, to be liked by women, you definitely have to be young, young to be powerful and
silly, which woman likes weak and powerless.”

“Ah, somewhat reasonable.”

Mu Qianji stared at Omi, “Can you not impart such thoughts to Little Fire, sooner or later you’ll lead
her astray.”

“Alright, now let’s go find the Unicorn Clan Leader, I’ll fight him first.By the way, when is the Unicorn
King Competition?”

“This, in two years.”

“That long, then wouldn’t we have to wait here for two years,”Tang Huan said.

“Waiting for two years is nothing, what about twenty years for Little Flame’s life’s work.”Omi said.

“I’m just saying, we can have a good two years of cultivation anyway.”

Omi’s group of people directly entered the headquarters of the Qilin Clan.

“Hey, now that we’re in, why didn’t anyone come out to intercept us?”Omi said doubtfully.

“Yeah, by all means, the Qilin Clan should have elders coming out soon.” ..

“Since no one is stopping us, that’s even better, enter directly.”

Omi flew into a large hall of the Kirin Clan’s headquarters, this hall was inhabited by the clan leader
and outsiders were not allowed to enter easily.

When Omi arrived at the entrance of the main hall, he found that there were very, very many Qilin
Clan powerhouses inside at the moment.

Little Fire was busy saying, “No good, it’s the attached

Near the Bull Clan, the Bull Clan is causing trouble again.”

“The Bulls?”

“Yes, our Qilin Clan and the Bull Clan, are very close to each other, so there are often conflicts
arising.It used to be fine, but in the last ten years, our Qilin Clan’s parahumans have ascended, and our
Qilin Clan’s power has dropped greatly, and without parahumans to sit on the ground, we are often
oppressed by the Bull Clan.”

Omi hesitated for a moment and said, “Watch at the door first.”

Omi didn’t want to get involved in the feud between their two clans, especially since the Bull Clan had
parahumans.

“I now order you to move out of here within three days.”A ninth-stage Tribal Bull Clan strongman said.

“You guys don’t bully people too much.”



“How about we just bully people, in short, our ancestor has spoken, if you don’t move out of here
within three days, don’t blame us for being rude, one mountain does not allow two tigers, this place
can only be inhabited by us, the Bull Clan.”

In the main hall, quarrels continued.

Omi had been watching from outside the door.

At that moment, Omi realized that the leader of the Qilin Clan, he had been holding back his anger.

Omi secretly said, “This clan leader of the Qilin Clan will definitely be able to step into the tenth stage
of the Tribulation and become a quasi-immortal within three years.”

Omi’s thoughts were electric, and he wondered if he wanted to do the Kirin Clan’s Clan Leader a favor
at the moment.

If he had Omi’s help, Omi could use a small Immortal Realm technique that would allow the clan leader
of the Qilin Clan to instantly step into the Tenth Order of Tribulation.

This small technique was only effective for those who could become a parahuman within ten years.

Omi finally bit his teeth, “No matter what, help him out and let him instantly step into the tenth step
of Tribulation and become a quasi-immortal, he will definitely be grateful to me.It’s not just helping
him, it’s also helping Little Fire.”

Thus, Omi quietly entered the main hall.

At this moment, everyone in the palace was theorizing with the Bull Clan, and no one bothered with
Omi at all.

Omi quietly walked up behind the Unicorn Clan.

Omi stretched out a finger and suddenly barrel towards the Unicorn Clan leader’s ass.

“Ew.”The Kirin Clan Chief was startled and was about to turn back in anger to see who dared to be so
rude, when the Kirin Clan Chief felt a warm current rise up from his tailbone.

The Qilin Clan Chief, immediately felt that he was about to step into the Tenth Step of Tribulation.

Only then did the Qilin Clan Chief look back and see a stranger.

Omi said, “No need to thank you.”After saying that, Omi directly walked away, the others didn’t pay
attention to this side.

The Qilin Clan Chief didn’t say anything and immediately closed his eyes in place.

A few minutes later, the Qilin Clan Leader stepped into the Tenth Stage of Tribulation.

However, he had to survive the last thunderstorm before he was truly at the Tenth Order of
Tribulation, and then he was a parahuman.

After stepping into the Tenth Order of Tribulation, the Kirin Clan Leader’s strength increased greatly
and his eyes were completely different when he looked at the people in the main hall.



Seeing that in the palace, the strongest of the Qilin Clan were still theorizing, the clan leader shouted,
“All of you, be quiet.”

The palace quieted down.

The Qilin Clan Leader said to that ninth stage of the Bull Clan, “Go back and tell your Clan Leader that
if you want to fight, fight.”After saying that, the Qilin Clan Leader emitted a powerful aura.

“Ah.”The entire hall was shocked when they felt the Qi of the Qilin Clan Leader.

“Tenth Order of Tribulation.”

The Qilin Clan Chief snorted, “Right now, get out of here.”
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